The Soulful Home
Soul Style Compass

Traditional
Practical
Sensual
Modern

The Four Soul Styles

Major
Traditional
Values Roots
Values grounding (a place to base self & gather strength)

Modern
Values Openness & Innovation
Operates out of a sense of spiritual or intellectual discovery

Practical
Values Purpose
Everything has its place, needs to be organized and well-appointed

Sensual
Values Nurturing Self & Others
Likes to share the moment and share it with others

Minor

You are either Traditional or Modern (Major Soul Style), and Practical or Sensual (Minor Soul Style). Which Style Combination are you?

The Four Soul Style Combinations

Traditional-Practical
May collect antiques/repurpose family heirlooms with an eye towards functionality
Enjoys simple easy living with family and friends

Traditional-Sensual
May collect antiques/repurpose family heirlooms, with an eye towards savoring memories
Enjoys sharing the moment (food, music, art, hospitality) through family/community rituals

Modern-Practical
May enjoy a home which is minimally preserved, spacious, and boldly functional
Enjoys simple, easy living in a space to contemplate & recharge

Modern-Sensual
May enjoy a home which is minimally preserved, spacious and feels luxurious
Enjoys sharing the moment (food, music, art, hospitality) through rich and memorable get-togethers

To find out more about your own Soul Style, go to www.marcelleguilbeau.com/thesoulfulhome